
INSTAGRAM SAFETY 
TOOLS FOR CREATORS 



 

Accessing the comment filter tool

 

Turn off commenting altogether

Turn off commenting 
any time after you post

Turn off commenting 
before you post in 
Advanced Settings

Filter out specific words, 
phrases and emojis. 
Make sure to use a 

comma between each 
word or phrase

Delete and report 
abusive comments

Restrict

KEEP YOUR COMMENTS SAFE

Delete or report 
comments Filter words

Protect your account from 
unwanted interactions. Once 
Restrict is enabled, comments 
from people you restrict will only 
be visible to them unless you 
approve them. Restricted people 
won’t be able to see when you’re 
online or when you’ve read their 
direct messages. 

Comment warning

You can help foster kind, inclusive communities on Instagram by using comment moderation and 
filtering tools.

Instagram will notify people when their comment may be considered 
offensive and give them a chance to reflect and undo it.

Go to your Settings menu, 
tap "Privacy" and then 
“Comments”.Your "Hide 
Offensive Comments" filter 
is automatically defaulted 
on.

You can use the “Manual Filter” to 
filter out specific keywords, 
phrases and emojis. All previously 
entered words will still be active 
on your account. You can also 
control who can comment on your 
account - e.g. limiting comments 
to only the people you follow.



Block accounts

Block an account so they 
won't see your content and you 
won't see their comments on 

other people's posts

 

Audience controls

Hide your Stories from 
specific people, so they can't 
see them. You can also allow 

message replies from only 
people you follow.

Remove followers

Remove followers without 
them knowing, so they no 

longer follow you

 

Report spam or abuse

Report a post as spam or abuse 
using “Report a Problem”

ACCOUNT AND AUDIENCE CONTROLS



 

Go to the login page and insert your username and password 

When asked for the security code, click on “Get Help Logging In” 

Click on “Use Recovery Code” 

Insert your recovery code and click “Confirm”
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2-Factor Authentication is an additional security layer that helps secure an account from unauthorized 
password usage. 

2 factor stops hackers in their tracks, so you can keep your private messages, photos and videos, as well 
as your followers and friends, safe. If someone who isn't you tries to log in to your account, we won’t allow 
it unless they provide the 2-factor authentication secure code. 

When 2 factor is enabled, logging in to your Instagram account requires your password plus a secure code 
that you can access through a 3rd-party authenticator app or receive via text message (SMS).

STOP HACKERS IN THEIR TRACKS

products

Recovery codes 
Once 2FA is set up, you will have access to Recovery Codes, which 
enable you to log in if you are not able to receive your 2FA code via 
SMS or retrieve it on your 3PAA.  

Once you set up 2FA, print the codes and store them somewhere 
safe.You may also screenshot and send them to a secure storage 
location on the web. 

Here is how to log in to your account using the recovery code:



 

 

Step 5:

Toggle the Authentication App switch and tap “Get 
Started.” If you don’t have Duo Mobile or Google 
Authenticator installed, you'll be redirected to first 
download the app, and can resume the process 
afterwards.

HOW TO SET UP 2 FACTOR AUTHENTICATION
Using 3rd-party authentication and text message (SMS)

Copy the 6-digit code provided from 
your authenticator app and go back to 
Instagram. Enter the code and tap 
“Next” to verify.

Step 2:

Step 3:
Click on "Next" and a code for Instagram will be sent to your 
authenticator app (we recommend Google Authenticator or 
Duo Mobile). If you want to have your third party codes set up 
on additional devices, tap on “Set Up Manually” to continue. 

Step 4: (only for manual setup)

Copy the Instagram key provided and go back to your 
Instagram app.

Step 6:
If you see this screen, then you’ve set up 
your 3rd-party authenticator app correctly! 
Tap “Next” to access your recovery codes.

Step 7:
Take a screenshot or copy the codes 
and store them somewhere safe. Tap 
“Done” to complete.

Go to Settings, then Security, and tap on 
“Two-Factor Authentication.”

Step 1:


